Howell Hardwood Flooring utilizes a unique manufacturing process to produce Hapwood™—an unfinished engineered flooring line that remains stable and flat during seasonal humidity changes.

Howell’s time-tested five step manufacturing process creates boards that fit together perfectly regardless of width, style, or species, and eliminates issues caused by cupping and gapping. The Howell process:

- **Two-Step Moisture Acclimation**
- **Balanced Face and Back Construction**
- **One-Step Hot Pressing**
- **Pre-Sanding**
- **Diamond Tooling**

Hapwood™ by Howell- Ask for it by name.

**WHY CHOOSE HAPWOOD™?**

**UNIQUE**

Our unique 5 step manufacturing process is what sets us apart.

**WARRANTY**
We offer the industry’s only warranty against seasonal movement.

**REPUTATION**
Less than 1 claim per million square feet over the last 10 million feet.

**MADE IN USA**
Our flooring is made in the USA with components harvested in the USA.

**EXPERIENCE**
We are the oldest continuous site finished engineered flooring manufacturer.

**ENVIRONMENT**
We use fewer trees per floor from sustainable, renewable resources.

EVERY NOW AND THEN, A PROJECT COMES ALONG THAT IS SO UNIQUE, SO SPECIAL...WE CAN’T WAIT TO SEE THE FINISHED PROJECT! FOR LIMB DESIGN IN HOUSTON, HAPWOOD™ BY HOWELL WAS LITERALLY THE PERFECT FIT!